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ㅡ
Summary

ㅡ
Skills

ㅡ
Recent Projects

My passion is helping others and solving problems. I aspire to use technology to
innovate products and services that positively impact people and bring them joy.
Advanced: HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, NodeJS, React, Redux, NPM, Rest APIs,
ES6, MongoDB
Proficient: TDD with Mocha, Jest, Enzyme, SQL, Heroku,
Travis CI
K12 Engineering Podcast/ React - NodeJS - SQL
The website for a podcast is for educators, engineers, entrepreneurs, and parents
out there who want to instill engineering thinking into young people. Collaborating
with web designer and podcast to refine design and database for this website.
Little Mixer / React - Redux - NodeJS - MongoDB - Express
Little Mixer is an app which guides users through the process of planning and
throwing a dinner or cocktail party. Given a plan anyone can be a great host.

ㅡ
Experience

Transunion / Operations Analyst
●

●
●

Apple / Data Analyst
●
●
●

ㅡ
Education

DECEMBER 2016 - PRESENT, AUSTIN, TX

Increased Operations team efficiency by assisting with operations team
organizational redesign: Streamlining communication between teams, increased
transparency, involved operations team members in client engagement
beginning at implementation as opposed to 8+ months into implementation
Managed end-to-end customer experiences for eScan product
Worked with the customer to increase the value they are receiving from product
by identifying issues or roadblocks that prevent them from fully utilizing our
products

JUNE 2015 - SEPTEMBER 2016, AUSTIN, TX

Used French language knowledge to curate business listings in the United
States, France, Luxembourg, and French West Africa among other countries.
Published and reviewed transit incidents to be seen by Apple Maps users
Assisted in curating support processes and internal “Wiki”

The University of the South
BA Psychology 

AUGUST 2011 - MAY 2015

SEWANEE, TN

